License No. 73102090

Earth Trails For Hiking
Tours & Trips
We offer you a way to find
serenity and inspiration by
getting back to nature..

Who we are

We are a licensed company by the Saudi Tourism Ministry (No. 73102090), and we apply the concept of
Getting Back To Nature. We organise trips to rural areas, and we choose our destinations carefully and
with passion, where people can relax, meditate and refresh their soul.

Our mission

Encouraging individuals to get back to nature through hiking and outdoor adventure activities.

Our objectives

• Enhancing rural tourism and creating cultural bridges through the diversity of tourist programmes
and adventures.
• Exploring virgin and nature trails in Saudi and shedding light on the beauty of these natural pathways.
• Making nature as a way for inspiration and innovation, as well as breaking the daily life routine.
• Encouraging individuals to experience hiking and embrace it as a lifestyle.

“Traveling—
it leaves you
speechless, then
turns you into a
storyteller.”
Ibn Battuta

What we offer

We offer you a way to find serenity and inspiration by getting back to nature. This means we let
you enjoy nature on a different level, experience primitive camping and help you to connect with
our roots to this Earth. It’s a way to get reacquainted with your personal passions and explore
yourself deeply.

Our services

Hiking tours and trips

We offer a wide range of hiking tours on unique virgin trails in Saudi, where you can experience
authenticity through primitive camping style. Also, we like to create a thrilling travel experience
that lets you enjoy the uniqueness of the Saudi attractions in a way that combine natural beauty,
traditional heritage and rich history.

Small private groups trips

The idea of small private groups trips is to spend quality time with friends, colleagues or family
by taking a private version of one of our tours. It is a different experience to explore nature in the
company of those special people you may not have seen for a long time.

Educational programmes

Earth Trails has started a very promising programme, which is the Knowledge
Enrichment Programme for Rural Tourism & Outdoor Activities. It is a series of
workshops and lectures that develop a deeper relationship with nature and enable
individuals to learn how to overcome adversity and increase resilience.

Most popular
destinations for
our customers

The Deep
Canyon

It is one of the most famous valleys in the Arabian peninsula. It is a naturally formed canyon that
has a vibrant and luscious scene of greenery with a steady flowing stream teeming with miniscule
wildlife. The rays of the sun allow the canyon to spark into life, therefore the canyon sparks inner
peace in our souls.
Madinah Province – Alakhal Town
Views / Interesting Geological Features / Streams
32m
3 k.m
Easy

The Green
Valley

It is east of Jeddah (160
KM). A green and rural
area, where you explore
yourself and get away
from stimulating the
urban setting and
surrounding yourself
with mother nature.
It is considered one of
the most popular palm
oasis’s in Saudi Arabia.
Makkah Province Madrakah town
Views / Interesting
Geological Features /
Streams
90m
4 k.m
Medium

Al Jamalah Trail

The 1,000-year-old mountain path to Taif is one of the most important pieces of cultural heritage
in the Makkah Region. People in the past used this path to transport their valuable goods and
agricultural products on camels. In this trip, you will challenge yourself to hit the trail and get up to
the summit of this path, during the way up, you will enjoy the serenity of nature.
Taif
Views / History / Solitude
539m
6 k.m
Medium

The Smooth
Rocks Valley

It is a unique place in Al Shafa mountain
near Al Taif city, and a perfect place to
spend your weekend with your family
members, friends and colleagues. At
the top of that valley, a unique view of
the surrounding landscape awaits
you. The hiking trail comes alive with
color. Hikers can see a huge variety
of flowers: Fountain Grass, Lavender
, Acacia and many other plants. If you
have love for nature, then you will find
the serenity that you need to relax.
Taif (Alshafa)
Views / Wild flowers
34m
4 k.m
Easy

Dhaka is the highest
mountain in Alhejaz. A
great destination for
those who would like to
enjoy the cold weather
and mountain activities.
Taif
Views / History /
Solitude
70m
4 k.m
Medium

Dhaka
Mountain

Al-Dessah Valley

It is a beautiful mountainous valley in Saudi Arabia’s northwestern Tabuk province. The luscious
valley floor is surrounded by massive sandstone cliffs and pillars that are perfect for exploration.
Tabuk Province
Waterfalls / Interesting Geological Features / Panoramatic views
28m
4 k.m
Medium

Magical Asser

A thrilling travel experience that lets you enjoy the uniqueness of the southern region of Saudi.
Combining natural beauty, traditional heritage and a rich history, Assir is one of the most culturally
appealing places in Saudi Arabia. In this trip, you will experience camping in Assir mountains, hiking
on Almuhtatibah waterfalls trail and visiting Rijal Alma which is on the tentative list of UNESCO
World Heritage.
Assir Province - Abha
Waterfalls / Views / Wild flowers
144
4 k.m
Medium

The Green Tanomah

An adventurous experience in the woods of Tanomah (Assir) that lets you immerse yourself in
nature. In this trip, you will experience primitive camping, hiking and other activities.
Assir Province - Tanomah Town
Views / Wild flowers / Forest / Solitude
37m
5 k.m
Medium

Leave No Trace
Leave No Trace organization accomplishes its mission by providing
innovative education, skills and research to help people care for
the outdoors. We established a partnership with Leave No Trace in
order to increase awareness towards nature and outdoors ethics.
Preserving the land you camp on and leaving it in the same state
you found it is a responsibility all campers should take seriously.
Thus, we incorporate the message of Leave No Trace in all our
outdoor activities.
As a proud partner of Leave No Trace, Earth Trails is happy to
provide a selection of some of the organization’s educational
materials. Therefore, use them, enjoy them and share them!

Contact us!

The Earth Trails
team all thoroughly
enjoy looking after
our clients’ diverse
requirements, and
they understand what
personal service really
means. Thus, please do
not hesitate to contact
us at any time if you
have any inquiry.
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+966 5 68111184
info@earthtrails.net
earthtrailsnet
8889 Abdullah Bin Nafi
Jeddah, 2362

www.earthtrails.net

